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Nathalie has no social life. Her
oversensitivity has wrecked her whole life.
However ravaging isolation does not
protect her from her worst nightmare.
When she finds a visiting card with
threatening words on it, she is convinced
that the monster has come back to stalk
her. Nathalie feels the urge to run away.
She finds refuge at her parents house. As
her escape appears to be hazardous, she is
forced to face her childhood memories
which gradually resurface. They unravel
the misunderstandings between the child
and her adoptive parents, whose priority
was to keep up with appearances,
notwithstanding emotional abuse Nathalies
brother had a devastating effect on the
dysfunctional family. His violence scarred
Nathalie for life. What is the reason for his
harassing her now? Is Nathalie ready to
confront the monster of her past? What is
the meaning of his horrendous behaviour?
This is the memoir of a vulnerable adoptee
ensnared in a love-hate relationship.
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